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Abstract
The question arises whether organized life (as it exists on the Earth) exists on
newly-found planets or not, such as Kepler 186f, in our Galaxy. The Earth’s
evolution is defined by three critical factors: 1) Solar luminosity, 2) The distance between the Earth and Sun and 3) The Earth’s mass and chemical compositions. All these variables were favorable for the emergence and development of highly-organized life on our Earth.
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1. Introduction
The distance of our Earth from the sun is optimal. If this distance were smaller,
the surface would have been too hot and an irreversible greenhouse effect (like
the one on Venus) would have occurred [1]. If the distance were greater, the
Earth would have been frozen and become the “white” planet with stable
ice-cover. The formation of a massive satellite Moon at the close-to-Earth orbit
“pumped” the Earth with tidal energy, accelerated its tectonic development, and
spun-off the Earth in the direction conducive for a more uniform climate [2].
If the Earth would not have had a massive satellite, then the tectonic activity
of Earth (like Venus) would have been delayed by 2.5 to 3 billion years [2]. At
the present time, under such a scenario, the conditions of the Late Archaean
time (high surface temperatures and dense carbon dioxide atmosphere) would
have been dominant on Earth. Consequently, instead of contemporary highly-organized life species, the Earth would have been populated only by primitive
bacteria (single-cell prokaryotes).
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2. Discussion
If the sun were an unstable star, then the Earth would have been either unbearably hot or cold. If the sun’s mass were considerably higher, then several tens or
hundreds of million years after its formation, it would have exploded and turned
into a neutron star or even a black hole. The sun is a quiet stationary star with a
medium mass (spectral class G2), which only slightly changes its luminosity over
many billions of years. This is especially important because during the last 4 billion years, the Earth’s life was allowed to develop through a long evolutionary
path: from primitive life to its highest forms (humans).
Considering that the Earth’s evolution is closely linked to the sun and moon
[3], one is surprised by the degree of the system’s balance, which ensured the
formation of comfortable conditions for evolution and the development of
highly organized life on our Earth. Scrutinizing this system, one can observe an
optimal mass of Earth, which is able to hold a moderately dense atmosphere on
its surface, and also an extremely favorable chemical composition. Even insignificant deviations from the initial concentrations of Fe, FeO, CO2, H2O, N2, etc.,
could have led to irreversible and catastrophic consequences for life.
If the original Earth matter contained less water, then the rate of absorption of
carbon dioxide would have declined, accumulating in the Earth’s atmosphere. As
a result, just as during the Archaean time, an irreversible greenhouse effect could
have arisen, and the Earth would have become a “hot” Venus-like planet. If the
content of water were considerably higher or lower than the free iron content,
then the Earth would have turned into the planet “ocean.” If the content of nitrogen in our Earth were less, then in the Early Proterozoic time, the Earth
would have been a “white,” cold planet covered with ice and snow. Under the
conditions of higher concentration of free (metallic) iron, the free oxygen would
not have been able to accumulate in the contemporary (as well as in Proterozoic)
atmosphere and, consequently, the kingdom of animals would not have emerged
on the Earth. On the other hand, in the case of lower initial concentration of
iron, at the present time (or even earlier), an intense emission of endogenic (abiogenic) oxygen should have occurred, with all the life species “burning” in such
an atmosphere. In addition, the outgassing of deep-seated oxygen should have
led to a strong greenhouse effect, which would have converted the Earth into a
“hot” Venus-like planet. This implies that the time of existence of highly-organized and, especially, intelligent life on any of the planets of the stellar systems of
the universe is relatively limited.

3. Conclusion
It was fortunate that our Earth has a comfortable nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere
and remarkable land for life. Our “lucky” planet, Earth, represents an exceptionally rare phenomenon in the universe. Thus, it is improbable to find another
planet populated with intelligent species in our galaxy (O. G. Sorokhtin, 2005,
personal communication). In conclusion, the writer of this article (an Earth
Scientist) believes in the divine origin of life on Earth. Thus, the question
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whether life exists on newly-found planets or not will be answered after further
studies.
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